
Dragon
Fortress

Plant Crops. Build Towers. Defeat Dragons.
A game for 3–4 players, aged 10 and up.

CONTENTS

160 Playing Cards:

Estate Cards Fortress Cards
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OBJECT of the GAME

Become the player with the strongest Estate, which will be determined by the number of 
victory and bonus points. Victory points are accumulated during game play—bonus points are 
awarded at the end of the game based on the configuration of your Estate.

SETUP

Give every player an Estate Flag card. Place all of the upgrade structures, phase cards, gold and 
dragons in like piles, face up, and easy to reach for all players (make a pile of Mills, Barns,  
Fallows, etc.). Place all dragons in a single pile in ascending order based on their strength (weakest 
on top, strongest on bottom). Shuffle all of the Crop Fields, Farmsteads, Watch Towers and Guard 
Towers — these are the common supply cards. Deal five of these cards to each player. These five 
cards will become the players hand and should be concealed during game play. Place the common 
supply deck face down in reach of all players, then insert the Dragon Call Card.

Dragon Cards



Your setup should resemble this:
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Dragon card placement: Dragons will attack you when you draw the Dragon Call Card from 
the common supply deck. At the beginning of the game, after cards have been dealt to  
players, place the call card, face down, nine cards in from the top of the common supply pile. 
When a player draws this call card, the next dragon on the top of the dragon pile will attack 
them. That dragon should be placed at their FRONT LINE. The call card must then be placed 
back into the common supply. How many cards down from the top is indicated on the next 
available dragon card in the lower right corner. Do this until there are no dragons left.

SETUP cont.

Dragon Call Card

Phase Cards

Upgrade CardsDragons

Common Supply Gold Supply

Deviating from this will skew the balance of the game significantly!

*In a 3-player game, remove the following cards:
10 Crop Fields; 3 Farmsteads; 3 Watch Towers; 5 Guard Towers; 4 Gold; 1 Spitfire;
1 Dread Wyrm; 2 Barns; 1 Mill; 1 Granary; 1 Gate Tower; 1 War Tower; 1 Fallow;
1 Meadow; 1 Pasture

* IMPORTANT *



CARD ANATOMY & SYMBOLS

Estate Cards
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Fortress Cards

Dragon Cards

Estate Power

Victory Points

Gold Cost

Name/Instruction

Fortress Power/Damage

Special Ability

Gold Cost

Name/Instruction

Placement

Strength

Victory Points

Raze Line

Name/Instruction



GAME PLAY
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The first action you may do on your turn is an Estate Move. Any Estate or Gold card may move 
one space, in your Estate Line, toward your Estate flag (left). Only one card may move in your 
Estate each turn. Use the Estate Move to push Estate or Gold cards farther away from the FRONT 
LINE. The Estate Move is not mandatory, however, it must be the first thing you do on your turn, 
you may not do it at any other time during your turn. Fortress cards may never move, however, 
moving an Estate card behind a Fortress card gives the impression that the Fortress card is  
moving closer to the FRONT LINE—be sure to never actually move a Fortress card. NOTE: Early in 
the game you will skip this part of your turn as there will be no cards to move. When dragons are 
in your Estate Line they will move during this part of your turn—even though your Estate Move is 
not mandatory, the dragon MUST move and will move after you make or forfeit an Estate Move.  
IMPORTANT: Any card directly behind a dragon may NEVER move.

The second action IS mandatory and requires you to draw a card from the common or gold supply 
OR purchase an upgrade structure OR advance to the next phase—do only one of these actions. 
If you draw, the card gets added to your hand, unless it’s the dragon call card.  
IMPORTANT: Purchasing and Advancing must meet certain requirements. Read: Purchasing and 
Advancing for these important clarifications. NOTE: Near the end of the game the common  
supply or other piles will deplete. When this happens, this part of your turn is no longer  
mandatory. Read: Ending the Game for details.

The third and final action is also required. You must always place a card at the FRONT LINE of your 
Estate. If you draw from the common or gold supply you must place any one card from your hand 
on to the FRONT LINE unless you draw the Dragon Call Card, then the next attacking dragon must 
be placed on your FRONT LINE. If you purchase an upgrade or advance to the next phase, you 
must place that card at the FRONT LINE instead of one from your hand. You must have five cards 
in hand when your turn ends.

1. ESTATE MOVE

2. DRAW / PURCHASE / ADVANCE

3. FRONT LINE PLACEMENT

ESTATE LINE & FRONT LINE
Your Estate starts with an Estate Flag and builds linearly to your right. As the game progresses 
your line will gain many cards and keeping it clean will take a nimble touch. The cards are  
designed to stack in accordion fashion and it’s very important to keep the Estate Line intact and in 
order, as you will be moving cards regularly throughout the game. The Front Line is always located 
to the far right and all new cards must be placed here. EXCEPTION: The Gate Tower, once placed, 
will always stay on the Front Line and all new cards will be placed behind this card. Dragons will 
ALWAYS enter on the Front Line with or without Gate Towers.



ESTATE
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The bread and butter of your Estate are any cards with the symbol of a moon, sun or full sun in 
the upper left corner. Building the most of these cards (and protecting them) is key to winning 
this game. The bonus at the end of the game is significant and it is difficult to win without it.

1 Estate Power 3 Estate Power2 Estate Power

The player with the most Estate Power at the end of the game will receive a 10 point bonus.

FORTRESS

The dragons are not happy with your arrival and will attempt to burn your Estate to the ground. 
Building a Fortress of towers is critical to defeating them. Damage from towers is dealt in 
SHOTS—one, two or three SHOTS. The shield in the upper left corner of the card will indicate how 
many SHOTS the tower has (one SHOT deals one sustained damage). A dragon must pass over a 
tower, as it moves toward the estate flag, to receive damage. IMPORTANT: any new tower placed 
at the front line will target and deal damage to a dragon. Keeping track of the damage dealt to a 
dragon, as it moves through your line, is quite easy; simply count the red dots on the shields of all 
towers behind the dragon. When the damage equals or exceeds the strength of the dragon, it has 
been defeated. Towers in front of a dragon do not deal damage, only towers behind the dragon 
are targeting and causing damage. To understand more about the damage dealt to dragons see: 
Sustained Targeted Damage. Towers can never move at any time.

1 Fortress Power 2 Fortress Power 3 Fortress Power

The player with the most Fortress Power at the end of the game will receive a 5 point bonus.

Typical Estate Line:

Here is a typical Estate line after about eight turns. It’s  
current Estate power is 5, it’s fortress power is 5 and it 
has 1 gold for spending power. This Estate recently  
entered into the Fallow phase and may now start  
purchasing Barns and Gate Towers.



DRAGONS
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Drawing the dragon call card from the supply pile triggers the next dragon in the attack order to 
begin the assault on your estate. The dragon will always begin at your front line. If you have gates 
or other front line structures, the dragon will start before them—at the very front. Turn by turn the 
dragon will move through your line, toward the estate flag, until one of two outcomes: 1. The dragon 
is defeated. 2. The dragon flees—moving on to another player. NOTE: When a dragon attacks you it 
instantly fulfills the remainder of your turn—you drew from the supply and placed the dragon at your 
Front Line—your turn is over. You may never put a dragon, or the call card, in your hand.

Sustained Targeted Damage:  
The upper left corner of the dragon card indicates the dragon’s strength, NOT it’s hit points. To 
determine if a dragon has been defeated, count the number of sustained damage shots from towers 
that are behind the dragon. Towers in front of the dragon have not yet damaged the dragon. When 
defeating a dragon, set it aside and add it’s victory points to your total at the end of the game. NOTE: 
some dragons are immune to certain towers. 

Movement and Destruction: 
During your turn, the dragon will move AFTER you make an estate move. Unless specified on the 
card, dragons will move one space at a time per turn. The Raze Line in the lower left of the card 
indicates what the dragon destroys as it passes over. Dragons typically eliminate Estate and Gold 
cards, while more powerful dragons can destroy towers. The instant a dragon passes over a card 
type that it can destroy—remove that card from the game. IMPORTANT: If a sun symbol is indicated 
in the Raze Line, the dragon will also destroy moon cards. Likewise if a full sun symbol is indicated, 
it will destroy ALL Estate cards. Destroyed towers will no longer be targeting and therefore will not 
damage a dragon.

Fleeing Dragons: 
Three scenarios will cause a dragon to flee your estate and head to another player: 1. The dragon 
arrives at your estate flag, then on your next turn the dragon will move on to the next player. 2. The 
dragon passes over gold—immediately remove the gold from your estate and send the dragon to 
the next player. NOTE: Not all dragons raze gold. 3. If you draw another dragon from the supply, 
place the new dragon at your front line, then immediately move the other dragon to the next player. 
The next player is always counter clockwise. Dragons will be completely healed when arriving at the 
next player and will start again at the front line. Dragons may flee several times before being defeat-
ed. NOTE: A Dragon will continue to flee counter clockwise until it finds a player with no dragon in 
it’s Estate Line.

Remember: New towers that are built behind the dragon (at the front line), will immediately target 
and damage the dragon. Also, new Estate or Gold cards placed behind a dragon will not be de-
stroyed (the dragon never passed over them).

*IMPORTANT: Any card directly behind a dragon may NOT move during the Estate Move!



GOLD
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Gold plays an important role in the game. You must have gold in your Estate Line to purchase  
upgraded structures. Gold cards also have a strategic element when dealing with attacking  
dragons. If gold is indicated in the Raze Line and a dragon passes over a gold card it will flee to the 
next player (counter clockwise). Unfortunately, when this happens, you will lose this gold card— 
remove it from the game. Gold can move during your Estate Move, but remember only one card can 
move during this time—you can’t also move an Estate card. IMPORTANT: Gold can never be placed 
in your Estate Line the same turn it is drawn from the supply. No bonus is awarded for the most 
gold power.

Purchasing and Advancing:
After your Estate Move, you must draw, purchase or advance. Purchasing and advancing must meet 
certain requirements, if you don’t meet the requirements, then you must draw from the common or 
gold supply.

Advancing: 
To survive this game it is critical that you advance to Fallow, Meadow and Pasture. These three 
important phases will allow you to purchase powerful and valuable cards. If you meet the  
requirements indicated at the bottom of these three phase cards, you may take it and place it on 
your front line. These are Estate cards and may move in future turns, Protect them at all costs, 
without them you will be hindered on purchases. These phase cards work with gold in your  
Estate Line and allow you to make purchases. In order to purchase a Barn or Gate Tower, you must 
have a Fallow and at least one gold in your Estate Line. Purchasing a Mill or War Tower requires a 
Meadow and two gold. Finally, a Granary and Dragon Tower requires a Pasture and three gold. It’s 
important to know how to count your Estate and Fortress Power when determining if you meet the 
requirement to advance. Moon=1, Sun=2, Full Sun=3, so two moons, two suns and a single full 
sun equals 9 Estate Power. Fortress Power is calculated by counting all red dots on towers.  
IMPORTANT: You may only advance to a phase once, if you lose your Fallow, you may still advance 
to Meadow and so forth.

Purchasing:
Remember, during your Draw, Purchase or Advance, you may only do one. If you advance, you may 
not purchase or draw and so forth. You must have the required amount of gold and the required 
phase to make a purchase and you may never purchase two turns in a row, if you purchased 
on your last turn you must draw or advance. Limits apply! You may only purchase one of each card 
type per phase. Example: When you reach Fallow phase, you may buy one Barn and one Gate Tower 
(two separate purchases). When you reach Meadow, you may purchase one Mill and one War Tower, 
however, you may also purchase one more Barn and Gate Tower. Pasture will allow one Granary, 
one Dragon Tower and one additional of all others. No player may ever have more than three Barns, 
three Gate Towers, two Mills, two War Towers, one Granary and one Dragon Tower.



ENDING the GAME
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The game ends on one of two outcomes:

1. The Shadow Terror is defeated. This will happen during a players Estate Move, which will 
immediately end the game. Take no further actions.

2. Any player plays the last card from their hand. When a game nears it’s end, many piles 
may be depleted and your Draw/Purchase/Advance can become optional (it is ONLY optional if 
you can’t perform one of these tasks). Also, as stated earlier, you must end your turn with five 
cards in hand—this as well becomes obsolete. However, players MUST continue to place cards 
at their front line.

When one of these two scenarios completes it is important to remove any remaining dragons—
they will flee the game and no player may score victory points from these dragons. Discard any 
cards still in your hand and total your points.

Scoring: 
Add up all of your victory flags. Add up your Estate Power. Add up your Fortress Power. One or 
two players may receive the Estate bonus. The player with the highest Estate Power receives 
10 points, if it’s a tie the two players each receive 5 points. A three-way tie will result in no bo-
nus. One player may receive the Fortress bonus. The player with the highest Fortress Power will 
receive 5 points. A tie results in no bonus.

ABILITIES

Some cards have abilities or special funcionality. 

The Gate Tower has the Front Line ability. This ability allows this card to always remain at the Front 
Line. New Estate or Fortress cards will enter behind this card. 

The Dragon Tower has the Sacrafice ability. When a dragon passes over this card you may sacrifice 
the card to defeat the dragon. This is optional, however, if you intend to sacrafice this tower it must 
be done as the dragon passes over it—never at any other time. Sacraficing the card means  
removing it from the game. 

The Ice Wyvern is immune to single shot towers. Any tower behind this dragon that deals one  
sustained targeted damage will NOT damage this dragon.



REFERENCE
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As the dragon moves through your estate line it is always the case that the estate flag is in FRONT of 
the dragon and the front line is always BEHIND the dragon.

If playing a 3-player game, be sure to remove ALL necessary cards.

Early in the game you will skip the Estate Move a few times as there will be no cards to move.

Any card directly behind a dragon may NEVER move.

Even though your Estate Move is not mandatory, a dragon MUST move and will move after you make 
or forfeit an Estate Move.

Purchasing and Advancing must meet certain requirements.

You must always end your turn with five cards in hand. Later, as supply piles deplete, this becomes 
obsolete.

All new cards entering your Estate Line must be placed at the Front Line or behind Gate Towers. 
Dragons ALWAYS enter at the Front Line.

Any new tower placed at the front line will target and deal damage to a dragon in your Estate Line.

In this base game, Tower and Fortress Card are interchangeable terms.

When a dragon attacks you it instantly fulfills the remainder of your turn —place the dragon at your 
Front Line, then your turn ends.

Estate cards are often referred to as Moon, Sun and Full Sun and are worth 1, 2 and 3 Estate Power 
respectfully.

If a sun symbol is indicated in the Raze Line, the dragon will also destroy moon cards. If a Full Sun is 
indicated, it destroys ALL Estate cards.

A Dragon will continue to flee counter clockwise until it finds a player with no dragon in it’s Estate 
Line.

As a dragon terrorizes your Estate, new Estate cards may be placed at the Front Line (behind the 
dragon) during your turn.

Gold can never be placed in your Estate Line the same turn it is drawn from the supply.

You may only advance to a phase once, if you lose your Fallow, you may still advance to Meadow 
and so forth.

You may never purchase two turns in a row.
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